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To custom a guitar of your own, must learn more about THE GUTIAR you desire.How does
Martin m36 or martin om28 sounds?Here are some martin m36 vs om28 reviews.
'A good friend of mine has a very nice M36. I love it and it is a very versatile guitar in my
opinion. He plays more fingerpicking than I do as I'm more of a strummer, but I find it very
dynamic in tone both ways. It
rings, it growls - love it. PLUS, it has that lovely 3 piece back and bound fretboard. The M36
would get my vote, but I am admittedly biased! I wasn't aware the M had a reputation as being
inconsistent. I always
thought of it as being a great do it all Martin.'
'Over the years that Martin has intermittently carried M/0000-sized guitars in their lineup, I've
found them to be a bit problematic. When you come across a good one they can be really great,
wonderful guitars.
But there are a lot of them that are really just sort of ho-hum, frankly, particularly the rosewood
examples like the M-36.
The occasional mahogany versions Martin makes from time to time have been more predictably
good-sounding instruments, in my experience. Most of the mahogany M/0000's I've played have
been really nice-
sounding guitars, but most of the rosewood ones have been less impressive to my ear. As I
wrote, there are definitely some individual exceptions to that, but the mahogany ones seem to
be a safer bet,
especially if you're going to buy one without playing one first.
The OM-28, on the other hand, is one of the greatest all-around guitars ever built by Martin or
by anybody else, for that matter. That's just a superb combination of body design, scale length
and tonewoods. It's
an extremely versatile instrument.Shortly after Martin came out with the Paul Simon signature
model OM-42PS, I was talking about this exact comparison (body design if not precise models)
with Dick Boak at
Martin, and expressed my overall frustration with the M/0000 guitars, which seem to promise so
much but often fail to deliver on that promise. Dick agreed with me and told me that initially Paul
Simon expressed
interest in an M/0000 body size for his signature model, but of all the prototypes that they built in
both body sizes, the OM's all completely smoked the M/0000's. The OM's had more power,
more projection and
just were more versatile all the way around.So Simon went with the OM. Now, I think some
interesting things can be done with the M/0000 body design, but I think tonewoods like
mahogany, koa and walnut
might be better choices for the backs and sides. Full disclosure: I prefer these medium density
hardwoods over rosewood in 12 fret Triple O's and dreadnoughts, too. I think they make for
livelier, more tonally
balanced guitars once you start moving that much air around.That's a matter of personal taste, I
know. But I've played more middling rosewood M/0000's than really good ones.If you're going to
order the guitar
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without playing it first, my recommendation is that you either get the OM-28, or else shift your
focus to the Gruhn Guitars Martin Custom 0000-18. I wouldn't recommend getting an M-36
under these long
distance circumstances.'
To custom a martin m36 martin om28 acoustic guitar of your own from
www.guitarchordsshop.com, best acoustic guitar with afford good guitar prices.To learn more
information from info@guitarsofchina.com
Each guitar has its soul.
Each one of our guitars is unique in it's own way. Ready to find your perfect acoustic
guitar?Whether you’re a beginner or a seasoned player,you will both need a Guitar of Your
Own,with the right features for
you.With so many body styles, woods, price points, and other important features that can set a
quality acoustic guitar apart in tone and playability, how do you navigate through all of these
options to find the
one that’s just right for you?We specialize in affordable custom made guitars with many shapes
and stypes. It is our mission to provide an instrument that surpasses expectations in beauty and
quality, at a price
that working musicians can easily afford.Go CUSTOM! Custom Martin d 45 dreadnought
acoustic guitar,martin d 45e retro,martin d 45v vintage,martin d 45s acoustic guitar,martin d 28v
vintage,martin d28 1941
authentic,martin d 28 standard series,martin d28 marquis,martin d35 vs martin hd 35,martin d28
vs hd28,martin hd 28v va martin d 28 vs hd 28e retro,martin d 18,martin d41,d 42,om 45 om45
authentic
vts,martin om 42,martin om28,martin 000 28s,martin ooo 28ec eric clapton signature,martin
00-42sc stage coach,martin 00 18v,00 28 oo-28vs oo28 grand concert acoustic guitar,martin
small guitars,best
acoustic guitars, custom taylor k 22ce, k 24ce,916ce,810ce,914ce
concert,814ce,714ce,516ce,614ce,custom chibsongibson j200 sj200,hummingbird, elvis presley
signature dove,j 45 vs hummingbird vs d 45 vs
d28 vs d45, prs, 1959 goldtop les paul lp,7v,1960s strat,merle haggard signature tele,usa
cusstom guitars,music man majesty guitar,we build include Jumbo,Small Jumbo, Parlor,
Dreadnought,
Auditorium,Concert,Orchestr and many more.We have an extensive collection of premium
domestic and exotic tonewoods that are dried and ready for use.With our guidance you will
choose every detail of your
guitar. Traditional options include cutaway,headstock design, binding, tuners, etc.
More unique features include wedged body, beveled armrest, soundport and more.6 String
Guitars?7String Guitars?8String Guitars?To get more information and best guitar price from
info@guitarsofchina.com
WhatsApp: +8613305315989
008613305315989
www.greatguitarshop.com
www.guitarchordsshop.com
https://www.facebook.com/goodcustomguitars
https://www.facebook.com/guitarchordsshop
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